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Mechanical and Structural
Properties of a Lightweight
Concrete with Different
Types of Recycling Coarse
Aggregate
A B S T R A C T
In the light of the world's technological development in the construction field and
the continuous need to apply high-efficiency building materials because old
methods are no longer used after the advent of the solutions characterized by fast
applications and maximum protection in addition to reducing costs and increasing
the sustainability of the establishment and its design age.
The lightweights of various installations are an urgent need to decrease the dead
loads. Therefore, this study is a local focus on replacing the normal coarse
aggregate with lightweight coarse aggregate (claystone (bonza), rubber,
thermostone and polystyrene) in various volumetric ratios of (25, 50 and 75) % in
addition to a preparation of reference mix. For the purpose of identifying and
studying the important specifications the new concrete which contributes to the selfload reduction of the concrete by reducing the total density of the mixture, models
of cylinders and standard prisms were prepared, to evaluate the compressive
strength and the splitting tensile strength respectively. In addition to that the
modulus of rupture and the unit weight, where carried out. The tests results
indicated a drop in the mechanical properties of the concrete with increase in the
lightweight coarse aggregate, mechanical properties values: compressive strength,
rupture modulus, splitting tensile strength and flexural strength were between
(10.66-28.99) MPa (1.122-3.372) MPa, (3.606-6.83) MPa and (20.101-25.874)MPa
compared with a reference mixes (38.44MPa), (3.969MPa), (10.476MPa) and
(26.940)MPa respectively for mixes of (25, 50 and75)% with different light coarse
aggregate , also the values of an oven-dry density were between (1665.52287.58)kg/m3 compared with reference mixes (2426.41kg/m³). The best concrete
mix was (M7, M10) of low density (1598.4 kg/m3) and (1580.4) kg /m3 and the
compression strength within the permissible limits (15.47) MPa.
© 2019 TJES, College of Engineering, Tikrit University
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ا لخصائص الميكانيكية واالنشائية للخرسانة الخفيفة باستخدام أنواع مختلفة من الركام الخشن الخفيف
الخالصة
في ظل ما يشهده العالم من تطور تنورلور ي فوي م وات الدشوااد االوووات اا اداوام اللىودلب الوس تطواوم ادودندا مورا لووات الاو الن وات ن ادودندا الطوب
القديل لم يع د ا مثل لعد ظهر الرت تدلاز لالىب في الدطوام االحلاي القصرى لاإلضواف الوس تقلاول النلوي اةيوا يلرمو تللوشوها ا لبموا الدصولالي
لذلك تواات مذا الوحث لاددودات البكا النشن ا داا ي لالبكا النشن خ اي معوا. االرةن الن اي لللوشآا اللندل ضبا ي دا للدقلال من ا الات اللاد
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الددايب(من منل اا الووات اا الصووا كلحاالو إلادوام خبدواا ةوديق للواشو اتشولل ( كوا الصونر الطاواو (لورازا خ ا كوا الصونر ال ابيو تا كدول
 مون البكوا ا داوا ي% 75,50,25( الثبمىدرن خ اقطع مطاط إطا اا اللبكواا اللىودهلن خ االوورلي دودا ين (ال لوان لوىوب ادودودات ا لاو مقودا ما
امقا ادها لالنبداا اللب عا خ االذي يىامم فوي تن واا الحلول الوذاتي للنبدواا مون خولت تقلاول النثافو النلاو للنلطو ا ان ادو النصوائص اللاناااناو
(مقاامو ا ااو اطخ مقاامو الشوود ا اشووطا يخ معوواياب النىووبخ النثافو االووك لادوودندا اووواا ادووطرااا امراروواب قاادووا ا ترووا ا ادووائ ال حرةوواا الووس
اان اض خراص النبداا لزيا اىو البكا النشن الن اي اللىدودت خ ااث د لت معد ا قام النراص اللانااانا لنول مون م مقاامو ا ااو اط امقاامو
خ للنلطواا اااMPa 3.372-1.122) , MPa (1.122-3.372(  خMPa 10.66–28.99 ( رود ا اشوطا راوب اللواروب امعوايب النىوب للعاوواا لوان
 لوس الدورالي خMPa 10.46 (  اMPa 3.969( خMPa 38.44( اىب اددودات مندل مون البكوا الن اوي لهارا ور اة لعو خ مقا او لالنلطو اللب عاو
 خ لوس الدورالي لوىوب ا دودوداتخ اكااوت افاولkg/m3 2426.41( مقا ا مع النلط اللب عا خkg/m3 (1665.5-2287.58( اكاات معد ا النثاف خ
 لس الدرالي خ امقاام اااو اط ضولن الحودا اللىولرkg/m3 1598.4 ), kg/m3 1580.4( ( ااث اققت اقل كثافM7,M10) خلط خبدااا مي
اMPa 15.47( لها
 البكا النشنخ اا ا طاوا (الورازا خ خبداا خ ا خ منل اا اللطاطخ الثبمىدرن اال لانا، الكلمات الدالةم النصائص اللانااانا

Introduction
Experimental Work:
Materials:
1: Cement

Lightweight concrete is a concrete which has dry
density less than (2000) kg/m3. Lightweight Concrete
(LWC) can be produced by replacing a part or all the
normal aggregates with lightweight materials. And this is
classified into three types according to the manufacturing
method, Fig. (1). [1], [2]. The main lightweight concrete
types are:
1-No-fines concrete.
2-Aerated concrete.
3-Lightweight aggregate concrete.

Ordinary Portland cement (type I) is manufactured by
Bazian Cement Factory (Sulymania, Iraq) which was used
in this project. The chemical analysis and physical test
results for the used cement are given in Tables 1 and 2
respectively, [4].
Table 1
Physical Properties of Cement
Limit of
Test
Iraqi
Physical Properties
Results Specification
No. 5\1984
Specific surface area (Blaine
346
(230 m2/kg)
method) (m2/kg)
m²/kg
lower limit
Setting time (vacate apparatus)
Initial setting:
Final setting:

Fig. 1. Types of LWC [1], [2]

Compressive strength (MPa)
at 3-day
at 7-day

3 hrs.
5 min
5 hrs.
20 min

Not less than
45min
Not more
than 10 hrs.

22.7
MPa
27.7
MPa

Not less than
15 MPa
Not less than
23 MPa

Table 2
Chemical Properties of Cement

The third type of Lightweight aggregate concrete
(LWAC) will be studied in this research. The properties
of this concrete depends on the properties of the used
lightweight aggregate, which in turn depends on its
original material and the production method. Generally,
the compressive strength and density are considered when
the structures concrete is designed, especially when
(LWAC) is used, where the difference in density results
difference compressive strength of (LWAC). Recently,
this concrete is widely used due to its multiple advantages
[3]. The experimental program depends on using the
lightweight aggregate, and then recycling the lightweight
aggregate by adopting the volumetric replacement of the
conventional aggregate. Afterward, the mechanical
properties will be studied, including compressive strength,
splitting, modulus of rupture and density. The best
structural properties, energy-saving and production cost
will be characterized [3].

Oxides Composition

Content
%

CaO
62.03
Al2O3
4.91
SiO2
20.83
Fe2O3
2.98
MgO
2.21
SO3
2.2
Loss on Ignition (L.O.I)
1.24
Insoluble material
0.42
Lime Saturation
0.91
Factor (L.S.F)
Main Compound
C3S
50.64
C2S
21.7
C3A
4.2
C4AF
9.071
34

Limit of Iraqi
Specification
No.5\1984
5 % Max
2.5 %Max
4 %Max
1.5 %Max
(0.66-1.02)
<5%
-
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2: Fine Aggregate

used as partitions in buildings. In this study, it was used a
claystone as coarse aggregate without crushing a
maximum nominal size (12.5 mm) and with different
volume replacement ratios (25, 50, and 75) % of the
volume of the normal coarse aggregates in concrete mix.
The replace volume used of the lightweight to maintain
the aggregate size using a natural mixture. Fig. 2 shows
the lightweight coarse aggregate (Ponza) that used in the
concrete. Gradation of the lightweight coarse aggregate
are shown in Table 7. This conforms the American
standard [6], Table 8 shows the chemical and physical
properties of the lightweight coarse aggregate (Ponza), as
well as Table 9 shows the chemical analysis for the
lightweight coarse aggregate.

The used sand in the concrete mixtures from Qara
Salim / Kirkuk / Iraq. Sieve analysis results and chemical
and physical properties of fine aggregate [5], are shown in
Tables 3 and 4 respectively.
Table 3
Results of the Fine Grading Test
Limit of
Passing for
Retaine
Cumulativ
IQS
Sieve size
d
e
No.45\198
%
Passing%
4 for zone
3
In
(SSTM Mm
)
4,7
No.4
2
98
90 – 100
5
2,3
No.8
10
90
60 – 95
6
1.1
No. 16
35
65
30 – 70
8
No.30
600
68
32
15 – 34
No.50
300
82
18
5 – 20
No.100 150
92
8
0 – 10

Fig. 2. Lightweight Claystone Coarse Aggregate (Ponza)
Table 5
Result of the Examination of the Normal Coarse
Aggregate
Cumulative Passing
Limit of Passing
Sieve size
Retained %
%
for IQS No.45/1984
20 mm
0
100
100
14 mm
1.54
98.46
90 – 100
10 mm
38
62
40 – 70
5 mm
98.49
1.51
0 – 15
2.36 mm
99.06
0.94
0–5
Table 6
Chemical and Physical Properties of Normal Coarse
Aggregates
Test
Limits of
Properties
Specification
Results
specification
Specific
ASTM C1282.51
gravity
01
Absorption
ASTM C1281.1
(%)
01
Dry loose
ASTM
unit weight
1500
C29/C29M/97
kg/m3
Sulfate
content
(I.Q.S.) No.
0.027 0.1(max.value)
(as SO3)
45-84
(%)
Table 7
Result of the Gradation Test of the Lightweight Coarse
Aggregate (Ponza)
Cumulative Limit of ASTM
Sieve size
passing %
C330-99
12.5-mm
93.6
90-100
9.5-mm
60.3
40-80
4.75-mm
12.7
0-20

Table 4
Chemical and Physical Properties of Fine Aggregates
Test
Limits of
Properties
Specification
Results specification
Specific
ASTM C1282.43
gravity
01
Absorption
ASTM C1281.2 %
%
01
Dry loose
ASTM
unit weight,
1796
C29/C29M/97
kg/m3
Sulfate
(I.Q.S.) No.
0.5 (max.
content
0.056
45-1984
value)
(as SO3), %
Material
finer than
(I.Q.S.) No.
5 (max.
1.26
sieve 0.075
45-1984
value)
mm

3: Coarse Aggregate
3-1 Normal Coarse Aggregate
The work nature depends on the maximum size of the
crushed coarse aggregate; the maximum size of the
available crushed coarse aggregate which was 12.5 mm
and are used in the present work. The dust and dirt were
removed by washing the aggregate and then was tested
depending on the requirements of the (I.Q.S.) [5], the
various tests result that conducted on coarse aggregate are
given in Tables 5 and 6.

3-2 Claystone Aggregate (Ponza)
The used aggregate in this research is a claystone that
called locally (Ponza). A lightweight coarse aggregate is
available in light structural unit's and its production plants
are in Erbil. Manufactory process uses a fine aggregate
after crushing when the production of structural blocks

3-3 Thermostone Coarse Aggregate
In this research, the lightweight crushed coarse
thermostone aggregate were used and the result of the
35
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structural waste of a building under construction, after
crushing by hand with a hammer as a required gradient.
This aggregate is used with a maximum nominal size of
12.5 mm and different volumetric replacement ratios (25,
50, and 75) % of the normal coarse aggregates. This
aggregate is submerged in water for one day before usage
in a dry saturated condition and not to absorbing the
mixing water, thus reducing the strength of the
lightweight concrete. Water absorption for this type of
aggregates is very high and gradation for this lightweight
coarse aggregate as shown in Table 10, it is in accordance
with ASTM [6], Tables 11 and 12 show the physical
properties and chemical analysis of the lightweight
crushed coarse thermostone aggregate. Fig. 3.
Table 8
Chemical and Physical Properties of the Lightweight
Claystone (Ponza) Coarse Aggregate
Test
Limits of
Properties
Specification
Results specification
Specific
ASTM C1271.4
gravity
88
ASTM C127Absorption %
4.6
88
Dry loose unit
ASTM
weight,
623
C29/C29M/97
kg/m3
Sulfate
BS 3797-part
1(max.
content (as
0.1
2-1981
value)
SO3), %
Table 9
Chemical Analysis of Claystone Coarse Aggregate
Oxides
% by Weight
SiO2
CaO
MgO
SO3
Al2O3
Fe2O3
K2O
Na2O
L.O.I
Total

Fig. 3. Stages of Crushing of Thermostone

3-4 Polystyrene
The medium-density of non-compressed cork
granules were used in this research, for the purpose of
volumetric replacement Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Polystyrene (or Cork) Used

66.41
4.29
1.94
0.1
15.85
2.87
1.92
2.2
4.26
99.84

Table 12
Chemical Analysis of Thermostone Coarse Aggregate
% by Weight
Oxides
46.42
SiO2
38.44
CaO
3.46
MgO
0.3
SO3
3.37
Al2O3
3.18
Fe2O3
4.5
L.O.I
99.67
Total

Table 10
Gradation of Lightweight Crushed Coarse Thermostone
Limit of ASTM
C330-99
90-100
40-80
0-20

Cumulative
passing %
95.2
71.34
17.3

Sieve size
12.5-mm
9.5-mm
4.75-mm

3-5 Rubber
One of the most modern rubber-based industries is the
modern automotive tire industry, where the modern frame
is made by mixing hot rubber with auxiliary and other
main elements such as sulfur, white zinc, wax, and some
laxatives. The car-tires rubber, which is used as normal
crushed stone in this research, Fig. 5.

Table 11
Properties of Crushed Coarse Thermostone Aggregate
Test
Limits of
Specification
Properties
specification
Results
ASTM C127Specific
1.25
88
gravity
ASTM C12745
Absorption %
88
Dry loose
ASTM
450
unit weight,
C29/C29M/97
kg/m3
Sulfate
BS 3797-part
1(max.value)
0.3
content (as
2-1981
SO3), %

Fig. 5. Rubber from Waste Tires Used
36
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replacement of coarse aggregates with lightweight coarse
aggregates (Ponza stone, crushed thermostone,
polystyrene, and rubber) with different volume ratios
(25%, 50%, and 75%). Then studying the effect of the
replacement of normal coarse aggregates by a crushed
lightweight coarse aggregate. The mechanical and
physical properties of the mixes were investigated. Three
cylinders were casted with dimensions of (150×300) mm
for each replacement ratio with reference ratio for
compressive strength calculation purpose 3 cylinders with
(300×150) mm dimensions for calculating the splitting
tensile strength, 3 cylinders for the density measurement
and 3 prisms with dimensions of (500 ×100 ×100) mm for
calculating modules of rapture.

Table 13
Compressive Strength Results of the Different Concrete
Mixes
Ceme
Av
Slu
Tra
nt
Compress
Mix
densi
mp
il
Conte
W
ive
Propor
ty
25 –
Mi
nt
C
strength
tion
kg/m
75
x
(kg/m
N/mm²
ᵌ
mm
ᵌ)
1 : 1.5
1
400
0.38
2408
55.4
18
:3
1 : 1.5
2
400
0.40
2400
44.6
44
:3
1 : 1.5
3
400
0.42
2400
43.6
51
:3
1 : 1.5
4
425
0.38
2400
42
47
:3
1 : 1.5
5
425
0.40
2367
33.6
65
:3
:
6
425
0.42
2400
34.4
60
1.5 : 3
1 : 1.5
7
450
0.38
2400
36.1
0
:3
1 : 1.5
8
450
0.40
2400
42.3
50
:3
1 : 1.5
9
450
0.42
2403
46.6
54
:3
1:
10
490
0.42 1.31 : 2393
47
57
1.79
Table 14
Classification of Lightweight Concrete by Compressive
Strength
Class and Type
I
II
III
Property
Structural/
Structural
Insulating
Insulating
Compressive
> 15.0
> 3.5
> 0.5
strength (MPa)

Hardened Concrete Tests
1- Compressive Strength
Cylindrical specimens of the size (150×300) mm
were casted in to conduct the compressive strength tests
for each mix according to (ASTM) [9]. The compressive
strength tests were carried out at the end of 7 and 28 days
periods of curing, Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Compressive Strength Test

2-Splitting Tensile Strength Test
The tensile strength of the resultant mix is decided
in terms of the splitting tensile strength. A cylindrical
specimen of (150 ×300) mm were casted, the test was
conducted according to (ASTM) [10], The average of
three samples were taken as a representative splitting
tensile strength of the mix as shown in Fig. 7.

4 -Water Mixing
The normal drinking water (Tap water) is used for
Kirkuk city in the preparation of the mixtures of this
study. The same water was also used in the curing of the
samples. The pH test was conducted and it was found
(7.6) according to (IQS) [7].

Mixing percentages
A number of experimental concrete mixtures were
6 cubes for each mixture of different (W/C), precipitation
ranging from (25-75) mm of slump test. The mixture was
then designed using (ACI) [8] (1: 1.5: 3), the results that
obtained at 28 days period for standard cubes of (150 ×
150 × 150 mm) and using loading rate of (0,3 kN/Sec),
the concrete mix of (1: 1.31: 1.79) was selected with
cement content of (490 kg/m3). The highest compressive
strength of (47 N/mm2) was obtained; Table 13 represents
the experimental mixtures and their own resultsا

Fig. 7. Splitting Tensile Strength Test

3-Modulus of Rupture Test
Prisms specimens of (100×100×500) mm
dimension were casted to determine the flexural strength.
The flexural strength tests were carried out at the end of 7
and 28 days periods of curing according to (ASTM) [11]
The modulus of rapture of any mix has been taken as an
average of three prisms strength, Fig. 8.

Experimental Program
After the selection of the best mixing trail, concrete
mixtures that cast in various proportions volumetric
37
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The decrease in the tensile strength with the increase
of the rough fine aggregates is not particularly significant
at the replacement ratios (25, 50%) as in Fig. 10. This is
due to the presence of a high percentage of the normal
aggregate, which bears the most of the stresses compared
with the light aggregates at these replacement ratios,
where there is a little difference between the splitting
tensile strength of the reference mixture and the splitting
tensile strength of the mixtures where the replacement
ratios of (25, 50%). The splitting strength for replacing
the normal aggregate with 25% of claystone and rubber
gave a higher strength than using a thermostone and
polystyrene for the same replacement ratio. This means
that the internal pores of claystone and rubber are less
than for thermostone and polystyrene, therefore it has a
higher splitting strength due to few gaps. Non-reinforced
concrete tension resistance is less important than
compressive strength. Therefore, the structural design is
not taken into account because it is very low in contrast to
the compressive resistance of the design(fc'), which
represents, therefore, the reinforcement strength (fy) of
the reinforcement steel is represented in structural design.

Fig. 8. Modulus of Rapture Test

4-Density Test
The concrete density is calculated by dividing the
specimen weight (in dry saturated condition) up on the
specimen volume after the specimen cured with water for
28 days' period. The test was done for a cylindrical
concrete models with (150 × 300) mm dimensions and 3
cylinders per mixtureا

5-Unit Weight of the Hardened Concrete
(Oven Dry Density)
The unit weight of the hardened concrete according
to (ASTM) [12] was determined, using a cylindrical
model with (150 × 300) mm dimensions. After 28 days'
period of casting and curing.

3-Modulus of Rupture Test (fr)

Results and Discussion
1- Compressive Strength Test (fʹc)

Flexural strength test shows that the bending
resistance of the concrete without rebar where the bending
resistance of the concrete is of low value due to the lack
of resistance of the concrete to tension as mentioned
earlier and is also effected by the quantity of materials
that used in the production of concrete. The decrease in
the flexure could be seen through Fig. 11 and this is due
to the presence of the internal pores in this aggregate.
These pores reduce the tolerance of coarse aggregates,
which bear the bulk of the aggregate. The concrete
resistance to the loads and thus to reduce the bending
capacity of the concrete.
The concrete without reinforcing steel and its ordinary
materials has a slight resistance for flexure. Therefore, the
reduction was slightly lower for the resistance of the
flexural between MR1 and other mixtures after the
replacement of the usual coarse aggregates with light
coarse aggregate and different volume ratios, The bending
capacity of the concrete mix, which was replaced by the
claystone (M2, M3, M4), which are replaced with the
coarse aggregate (25, 50 and 75%), was higher than that
of the other concrete mixtures i.e., rubber, thermostone
and Polystyrene of percentages (25, 50, 75%),
respectively (M5 - M13), this is due to the higher specific
weight of the claystone (or Ponza).
The greater flexure capacity of the concrete due to the
high bond between the cement paste, the concrete and the
rough aggregate, as well as the similarity of the particles
of aggregates and the stone and the roughness of their
surface, And the cement paste resulted in a higher flexure
resistance followed by the substituted mixture with the
rubber cutter and then with the thermostone and then the
substituted mixture with the cork grains. This is why the
cork mixture has less resistant than the rest of the
mixtures because of mixing water was reduced to
facilitate the integration process.

Fig. 9 shows a decrease in the compressive strength
with the increase of the light coarse aggregates ratio that
compared with the reference ratio. it is logical as areas of
the presence of many gaps in the light coarse aggregates.
It is possible to give up or neglect a degree of
compressive strength in return for a lower weight of
concrete, but the decrease should be as low as possible
until the compressive strength obtained within the
standard field. Thus reducing the self-weight of the origin
which is the main objective of the present research.
Also notes through the Fig. 9 low strength at replacement
ratio (75%) of the volume of coarse aggregate, this may
be happen due to the low percentage of the normal coarse
aggregate, so that they bear the bulk load on the model
thus increasing the compression strength as it did for
other replacement ratios (25%, 50%).There is no uniform
classification of LWC according to the compressive
strength, but the classification International Federation of
Materials testing Laboratories (RILEM) [13] is the
important classification, covering almost all previous
items, Table 14.

2-Splitting Tensile Strength Test (ft')
Fig. 10 shows the reduction of the indirect tensile
strength with the increase of the proportion of the light
coarse aggregates. This is due to the light weight of the
rough aggregates and the result of the presence of gaps or
many porous inside casing a reduction in the specific
weight, since rough sand forms a large proportion of the
concrete strength this give a certain redaction, in the
tensile strength of the concrete, but the concrete is
inherently is weak in strength to tensile stresses compared
with its strength to compressive stresses. Therefore,
reinforcing steel is placed in tensile stresses so as to resist
these stresses so this will be neglected because they are
little.

Test 4-Density
38
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The density of all concrete mixtures, except for the
reference mix, with the ratio of light fine aggregates are
increased. This is due to the presence of many gaps or
pores in the light coarse aggregates. The reason of
decreasing is that the coarse aggregates constitute the
largest proportion of the percentage of the materials that
forming the concrete. The impact on the concrete is great
and the low weight of the coarse aggregate greatly
reduces the weight of the concrete significantly. Fig. (12)
shows the concrete density in the mixtures (bonza and
rubber) when is higher than the concrete density in the
mixtures of (thermostone and polystyrene). The mixtures
(M2, M3, M4, M5, M6 and M7) They have a higher
weight than the specific weight of the crushed
thermostone aggregate, and the light coarse mixture (M8,
M9, M10, M11, M12 and M13) except the reference
mixture.

concrete. Concrete in mixtures (M3, M4, M6, M9, and
M11) is a lightweight construction concrete, and concrete
in mixtures (M10, M12 and M7) is a lightweight building
concrete, and concrete in the mixture (M13) is a light
insulating concrete.

Conclusions
1. Using light coarse aggregate as a partial replacement
for normal coarse aggregate this could reduce the
concrete weight due to the low concrete density due to
increasing the replacement ratios.
2. Applying light coarse aggregate reduces the
compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, flexural
strength and bending resistance of concrete for age of 7
and 28 days due to its weak strength and weak structure.
3. Increase the absorption ratio when the percentage of
light coarse aggregates increase in concrete mixtures.
4. The possibility of using industrial waste from
industrial cork and construction waste from the rubble
of the thermostone and parts of rubber tires that
consumed after recycling in useful areas. It is found that
polystyrene are the most available, lowest cost and best
heat insulation.
5. Replacing the normal coarse aggregates with clay
stones (25, 50 and 75) %, compressive strength was
obtained between (16.12-28.99) MPa, tensile strength
between (2.56-3.37) MPa, flexural strength between
(4.84-6.83) MPa, density between (1835.8-2287.5)
kg\m3, oven dry density (1715.5-2177.58) kg\m3.
6. Replacing normal coarse aggregates with Rubber (25,
50 and 75) %, the obtained compressive strength is
between (15.47-25.47) MPa, tensile strength between
(2.39-3.30) MPa, Flexural Strength between (4.22-6.67)
MPa, density between (1774.4-2164.8) kg\m3, oven dry
density (1598.4-2044.8) kg\m3.
7.
Replacing the normal coarse aggregates with
Thermostone (25, 50 and 75) %, the obtained
compressive strength is between (15.47-25.01) MPa,
tensile Strength between (2.15-3.26) MPa, flexural
strength between (3.98-6.47) MPa, density between
(1755.8-2146.8) kg\m3, oven dry density (1580.42026.8) Kg\m3.
8. Replacing the normal coarse aggregates with
polystyrene (25, 50 and 75) %, the obtained
compressive strength is between (10.66-19.84) MPa and
tensile strength between (1.12-2.09) MPa, flexural
strength between (3.6-5.75) MPa, density between
(1665.5-2023.8) kg/m3, oven dry density (1440.51913.8) kg\m3.
9. The best concrete mix was (M7, M10) of less density
(1598.4 kg/m3) and (1580.4) kg / m3 and compression
strength within the permissible limits (15.47) MPa.

Oven Dry Density) )5- Unit Weight of
Hardened Concrete
The weight or the dry density unit was reduced due
to the increase of the light coarse aggregates percentage.
Previous notes are also observed through low dry density
in the oven mixtures (M8-M13), larger than dry density
drop for mixtures (M2-M7). This is because of the
difference in the specific weight between the light coarse
aggregates, as the specific weight of the lightweight
claystone aggregate greater than the specific weight of
rubber, thermostone and Polystyrene those found in other
mixtures except for the reference mixture. The gradient of
the coarse aggregate also has a great effect on the density
value. Higher gradient, means higher density. The
concrete mortar is suitable to avoid insulation and
homogeneity of the concrete materials during mixing.
Density has been decreased but it didn't reach a low level.
It is noted that the mixtures (M2, M5, M8 and M11),
which represent the replacement ratio (25%) of the
normal coarse aggregates were densely close to the
concentration of the reference mixture compared with the
other mixtures. The coarse aggregate in general represents
a large proportion of the weight of the total concrete so
did not affect these mixtures density so much.
RILEM [13] classification is the most comprehensive of
all types of researchers, this classification states that the
highest dry density for light concrete is (2000) kg/m3.
Light concrete is also classified according to its density.
Light concrete with density (1600-2000 kg / m3) is a
lightweight construction concrete, light concrete with a
density of less than (1600 kg / m3) and equal or greater
than (1450) kg/m3 is a lightweight insulating concrete,
and concrete of less than (1450 kg / m3) is a light
insulating concrete [14], [15].
It is noticed that the concrete in the mixtures (M1, M2,
M5 and M8) is not a light concrete but is a normal
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Fig. (9): Compressive Strength Test Results for All Mixes

Fig. (11): Modulus of Rupture for Different Mixes
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